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The Kalevala Or Poems Of The Kaleva District
The Kalevala ([k?l???l?]) is a 19th century work of epic poetry compiled by Elias
Lonnrot from Finnish and Karelian oral folklore and mythology. Elias Lonnrot
(1802–1884) was a Finnish physician, philologist and collector of traditional
Finnish oral poetry. It is regarded as the national epic of Finland and is one of the
most significant works of Finnish literature. The Kalevala played an instrumental
role in the development of the Finnish national identity, the intensification of
Finland's language strife and the growing sense of nationality that ultimately led
to Finland's independence from Russia in 1917. The first version of The Kalevala
(called The Old Kalevala) was published in 1835. The version most commonly
known today was first published in 1849 and consists of 22,795 verses, divided
into fifty songs (Finnish: runot). The title can be interpreted as "The land of
Kaleva" or "Kalevia".
The Kalevala is a 19th-century work of epic poetry compiled by Elias Lönnrot
from Karelian and Finnish oral folklore and mythology. It is regarded as the
national epic of Karelia and Finland[Note 1] and is one of the most significant
works of Finnish literature. The Kalevala was instrumental in the development of
the Finnish national identity, the intensification of Finland's language strife and
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the growing sense of nationality that ultimately led to Finland's independence
from Russia in 1917.
"The Kalevala" is a collection of Finnish and Karelian poetry, compiled by Elias
Lonnrot from oral folklore and mythology. Lonnrot was a physician, botanist and
linguist, who in 1828 began collecting folk songs and poetry of Finland, travelling
extensively in order to obtain his sources. "The Kalevala," first published in 1835,
is considered to be one of the most important works of Finnish literature, and
regarded as the national epic of Finland. The most commonly read version was
published in 1849, and is comprised of 22,795 verses. It begins, like most cultural
mythologies, with traditional creation stories that delve into the creation of the
earth, flora and fauna, accompanied by characters who serve to narrate the tales.
Other stories include themes of magic, romance, lust and seduction, as well as
human vulnerability or mortality. The most significant element of the whole work
is The Sampo, a magical talisman that brings good fortune to its holder."
The definitive translation by Dick Davis of the great national epic of Iran—now
newly revised and expanded to be the most complete English-language edition A
Penguin Classic Dick Davis—“our pre-eminent translator from the Persian” (The
Washington Post)—has revised and expanded his acclaimed translation of
Ferdowsi’s masterpiece, adding more than 100 pages of newly translated text.
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Davis’s elegant combination of prose and verse allows the poetry of the
Shahnameh to sing its own tales directly, interspersed sparingly with clearly
marked explanations to ease along modern readers. Originally composed for the
Samanid princes of Khorasan in the tenth century, the Shahnameh is among the
greatest works of world literature. This prodigious narrative tells the story of preIslamic Persia, from the mythical creation of the world and the dawn of Persian
civilization through the seventh-century Arab conquest. The stories of the
Shahnameh are deeply embedded in Persian culture and beyond, as attested by
their appearance in such works as The Kite Runner and the love poems of Rumi
and Hafez. For more than sixty-five years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,500
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to
provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished
scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by awardwinning translators.
Great classic illustrated by abstract paintings of Abraham Mcdonald, especially
designed for this edition. Before the eighteenth century the Kalevala verse was
basic all through Finland and Karelia, yet in the eighteenth century it started to
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vanish in Finland, first in western Finland, since European rhymed verse turned
out to be more normal in Finland. Finnish people verse was first recorded in the
seventeenth century and gathered by specialists and researchers through the
next hundreds of years. Notwithstanding this, most of Finnish verse stayed
distinctly in the oral practice. Finnish conceived patriot and etymologist Carl Axel
Gottlund (1796–1875) communicated his craving for a Finnish epic along these
lines to the Iliad, Beowulf and the Nibelungenlied incorporated from the different
sonnets and melodies spread over a large portion of Finland. He trusted that
such an undertaking would instigate a feeling of identity and autonomy in the
local Finnish individuals. In 1820, Reinhold von Becker established the diary
Turun Wiikko-Sanomat (Turku Weekly News) and distributed three articles
entitled Väinämöisestä (Concerning Väinämöinen). These works were a
motivation for Elias Lönnrot in making his lords proposal at Turku University.
The series Religion and Society (RS) contributes to the exploration of religions as
social systems – both in Western and non-Western societies; in particular, it
examines religions in their differentiation from, and intersection with, other
cultural systems, such as art, economy, law and politics. Due attention is given to
paradigmatic case or comparative studies that exhibit a clear theoretical
orientation with the empirical and historical data of religion and such aspects of
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religion as ritual, the religious imagination, constructions of tradition, iconography,
or media. In addition, the formation of religious communities, their construction of
identity, and their relation to society and the wider public are key issues of this
series.
Discover the Finnish quality of sisu and how cultivating it can help you lead a life of
greater purpose and happiness. This ancient Finnish word describes an attitude of
courage, resilience, grit, tenacity and perseverance. This key psychological
competence enables extraordinary action in times of adversity. To have sisu confers a
further dimension of doing so with honesty, integrity and humility. By cultivating sisu you
can: Face life's challenges with courage and determination Enhance your wellbeing and
find your focus Communicate confidently and resolve conflicts effectively Cultivate
endurance and achieve your fitness goals Raise kind and resilient children Act with
integrity and fight for what you believe in Sisu is a universal trait. It may have been
bottled and labelled by the Finns, but it is within reach of everyone. It lies within you,
and you are very likely to have used it already.
The Kalevala, a Finnish epic on the scale of the Iliad and the Odyssey, presents a rare
portrait of an ancient people in both peace and at war. It played a central role in the
march towards Finnish independence and inspired some of Sibelius's greatest works.
This new translation, by a poet and prize-winning translator of Finnish poetry, is a
powerful and faithful reflection of a classic of European literature.
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Complied by the various sources of Finland's national mythology, the Kalevala outlines
the creation myths of the world and typical stories of heroes of old including romance,
lust and conquest. The stories that are told here are a national icon for the people of
Finland, which makes this volume an important part of human history.
Complied by the various sources of Finland's national mythology, the Kalevala outlines
the creation myths of the world and typical stories of heroes of old including romance,
lust and conquest. The stories that are told here are a national icon for the people of
Finland, which makes this volume an important part of human history. Now in larger
print!
The national folk epic of Finland is here presented in an English translation that is both
scholarly and eminently readable. To avoid the imprecision and metrical monotony of
earlier verse translations, Francis Magoun has used prose, printed line for line as in the
original so that repetitions, parallelisms, and variations are readily apparent. The lyrical
passages and poetic images, the wry humor, the tall-tale extravagance, and the homely
realism of the Kalevala come through with extraordinary effectiveness.
"Kalevala: The Epic Poem of Finland" by Elias Lönnrot (translated by John Martin
Crawford). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to
be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
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readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
This prose translation of Finland's national folk epic vividly recounts the folkways of
Kaeol-Finnish peasant life.
"Kalevala : the Epic Poem of Finland — Complete" by Anonymous (translated by John
Martin Crawford). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and
non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce
eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Louhi's plan to steal the sun and the moon backfires when the gods learn of her
mischievous scheme.
Discover mighty eagles and mythical heroes in this beautifully illustrated prose retelling
of Finland's classic epic
'One of the great mythic poems of Europe' The New York Times Sharing its title with
the poetic name for Finland - 'the land of heroes' - Kalevala is the soaring epic poem of
its people, a work rich in magic and myth which tells the story of a nation through the
ages from the dawn of creation. Sung by rural Finns since prehistoric times, and
formally compiled by Elias Lönnrot in the nineteenth century, it is a landmark of Finnish
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culture and played a vital role in galvanizing its national identity in the decades leading
to independence. Its themes, however, reach beyond borders and search the heart of
human existence. Translated with an Introduction by Eino Friberg
Kalevala is the poetic name for Finland: ‘the land of heroes’. Here you’ll find the
cultural essence of a young country but an old land, the stories, songs and poems that
recount the mythical adventures of humankind. Ambition, lust, romance, birth and death
can all be found within its pages, as well as the sampo, a mysterious talisman that
brings great happiness to its possessor and over which great battles will be fought.
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY HORATIO CLARE

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format
that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
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thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
This Elibron Classics title is a reprint of the original edition published by John B.
Alden, G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1889, New York-London
“Shows how Finnish mythology and folk tales were instrumental to how Tolkien
created his own legendarium.”—Boston Globe Kullervo, son of Kalervo, is
perhaps the darkest and most tragic of all J.R.R. Tolkien’s characters. “Hapless
Kullervo,” as Tolkien called him, is a luckless orphan boy with supernatural
powers and a tragic destiny. Brought up in the homestead of the dark magician
Untamo, who killed his father, kidnapped his mother, and tried three times to kill
him when he was still a boy, Kullervo is alone save for the love of his twin sister,
Wan?na, and the magical powers of the black dog Musti, who guards him. When
Kullervo is sold into slavery he swears revenge on the magician, but he will learn
that even at the point of vengeance there is no escape from the cruelest of fates.
Tolkien himself said that The Story of Kullervo was “the germ of my attempt to
write legends of my own,” and was “a major matter in the legends of the First
Age.” Tolkien’s Kullervo is the clear ancestor of Túrin Turambar, the tragic
incestuous hero of The Silmarillion. Published with the author’s drafts, notes,
and lecture essays on its source work, the Kalevala, The Story of Kullervo is a
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foundation stone in the structure of Tolkien’s invented world. “A fascinating
read.”—NPR
A Study Guide for Elias Lonnrot's "Kalevala," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed
Epics for Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character
analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for
further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Epics for
Students for all of your research needs.
Excerpt from The Kalevala, Vol. 1 of 2: The Epic Poem of Finland, Into English It
may be interesting to note in this connection that Canon Isaac Taylor, and
Professor Sayce have but very recently awakened great interest in this question,
in Europe especially, by the reading of papers before the British Philologicalviii.
The Kalevala. Association, in which they argue in favor of the Finnie origin of the
Aryans. For this new theory these scholars present exceedingly strong evidence,
and they conclude that the time of the separation of the Aryan from the Finnie
stock must have been more than five thousand years ago. The Finnish nation
has one of the most sonorous and ?exible of languages. Of the cultivated
tongues of Europe, the Magyar, or Hungarian, bears the most positive signs of a
deep-rooted Similarity to the Finnish. Both belong to the Ugrian stock of
agglutinative languages, t.e., those which preserve the root most carefully, and
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effect all changes of grammar by suffixes attached to the original stem. Grimm
has shown that both Gothic and Icelandic present traces of Finnish in?uence.
About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-theart technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated
in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.
This is the first appearance in English of The Kanteletar (1840-1), the companion
volume to the Finnish national epic poem The Kalevala. Based on Finnish oral
tradition, The Kanteletar (roughly zither-daughter, a kind of muse) is a selection
from a treasury of nearly seven hundred lyrics and ballads that celebrate the
everyday life of a rural society at work and play. The ballads range from a
beautiful sequence of legends about the Virgin Mary, through the grim tales of
Elina, to a hilarious account of a dragon that refuses to devour its victims.
The Kalevala, the epic poem of Finland is a book and epic poem which the Finn Elias LA nnrot
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compiled from Finnish and Karelian folklore in the 19th century. It is held to be the national epic
of Finland and is traditionally thought of as one of the most significant works of Finnish
language literature. Karelians in the Republic of Karelia and other Balto-Finnic speakers also
value the work. The Kalevala is credited with some of the inspiration for the national awakening
that ultimately led to Finlandas independence from Russia in 1917. The name can be
interpreted as the alands of Kalevaa. The epic consists of 22,795 verses, divided into fifty
cantos or achaptersa. Finnish folk poetry was first written down in the 1670s, followed by a few
collectors during the next centuries. The poetry was usually sung to tunes built on a
pentachord, sometimes assisted by the kantele (a kind of five-string zither). The rhythm could
vary but the tunes were arranged in either two or four lines consisting of five beats each.
Sometimes the poems were performed antiphonally, sometimes they were a part of a asingingmatcha between knowers of the traditio
"Pentikäinen's exceptional interdisciplinary study will richly reward those interested in the
dynamics of artistic creation and cultural construction, ethnic emergence and political
nationalism, and shamanistic belief systems." --American Anthropologist " . . . a splendid
contribution to the literature on folk epics . . . " --The Scandinavian-American Bulletin The
Kalevala, created during the 1830s and 1840s, is based on authentic folklore collected and
compiled by Elias Lonnrot. It was the Kalevala that initiated the process leading to the
foundation of Finnish identity during the nineteenth century and was, therefore, one of the
crucial factors in the formation of Finland as a new nation in the twentieth century.
Provides a colorfully illustrated retelling of this classic Finnish epic featuring the hero
Vainamoinen, his rival Joukahainen, and the dashing Lemminkaiinen as they partake in an
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exciting adventure to find the mysterious magical being named Sampo.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Excerpt from The Kalevala, Vol. 2 of 2: The Epic Poem of Finland Into English To return to
Kalevala, Ere his foot-prints had departed From'the snow-fields of his father. Every morn I
looked and listened, Constantly I thought and wondered When his sledge would rumble
homeward, When it would return triumphant To his home, renowned and ancient. Had a blind
and beggared straw-horse Hobbled to these shores awaiting, With a sledge of but two pieces,
Well the steed would have been lauded, Had it brought my son beloved, Had it brought the
Bride of Beauty. Thus I waited long, impatient, Looking out from morn till even, Watching with
my head extended With my tresses streaming southward, With my eyelids widely opened,
'waiting for my son's returning To this modest home of heroes, To this narrow place of resting.
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Finally am I rewarded For the sledge has come triumphant, Bringing home my son and hero,
By his side the Rainbow maiden, Red her cheeks, herdvisage Winsome, Pride and joy of
Sariola. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page,
may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works.
The title of this volume refers to the tradition of rune singing which was the foundation for Elias
Lonnrot's compilation of the Kalevala epic. The interest in the epic poetry chosen as the basis
for the 'Kalevala' both gave birth to Finnish folkloristics as well as constituted its most important
area from the 18th to the beginning of the 20th century. The comparative research method
created by Julius Krohn, which was perfected and formulated into the historical geographical
method by his son Kaarle Krohn, formed the foundation for Kalevala poetry research in the
beginning of the last century. A research method derived from evolutionist and diffusionist
cultural theories sought answers to questions concerning the age and character of the poetry.
These questions had a central importance in the creation of the young nation-state's cultural
capital. The typological research established in the 1930s and the textual critique of the 1950s
did not question these basic premises, although the theoretical centres of attention had shifted.
Historical types of examination preserved their status because a rune-tradition which contained
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pre-Christian mythology and ancient ethnographic elements was considered to provide a
glimpse into the past of the non-literate Finnish-Karelian culture.
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